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1) Variety Testing. 
80ME28, 81ME29, 81ME28, 81ME.3.3, 81ME34, 
81TS25, 81M39, 81WH47, 81N0.32, 81M34. 
2) Pasture Establishment. 
( 1) Methods and times of sowing. 
81M.38, 80LG22. 
(2) Depth of undersowing. 
81M41, 81LG.31. 
(3) Herbicides on undersown clover. 
81M0.31, 81TS26, 81'ME.32, 81MJ7. 
3) Pasture Manipulation using Herbicides. 
81M0.32, 81TS27, 81TS29, 81M36, 81ME31. 
4) Medic Collections. 
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1) Variety Testing~ 
---.-.a~. 
Background. -----
Y: 
Sub. Clover:pas.t~res in the dry wheatbelt from s~ein·~ 
in, the j960 1 s and early 1970's mainly using the v~riety 
Geral~ton have degenerated to the stag·a where t~e)' c_ontain 
little or .. no legume c·omponent. Att'.empts at· new sowing ... 
or~r~sowing with the variety!Nungarin ha•e l~rgely bee~ 
failures mainly because· of the ruri of poor se~~ons. 
The ability of sub. clover to persist ~n the cur~ent heavy 
crop rotation environment (mainly 1:1 rotation) has been 
thrown-~nto doubt. · 
; ~he use of a pasture species with much higher .h.ard seed_··. 
levels seems de,sirable and medics offer an obvi:ous:o'souree 
·bf such material. Most work in the past with medic~ h~~ 
been concentrated on heavy soils. This series of . . 
experimen;t;.s ·is 18.imed to def-ine on what soil a wider range 
of medi,c;:::species. might be grown· and how 'they will pel"form 
comp~red -to su~i -clovers. · · · · 
Serradella is another species which _has high levels of hard 
seed and about which very little is known under dry 
wheatbelt conditions. 
1981 Programmeo ---· . ---~-
Eight trials were commenced in 1981 which included 
sub. clovers, medics and rose clover. They were carried 
out on a range of soil types from deep yellow acid sand . , 
through sand o~er clay to sandy loam. One site was 
commenced with nedics alone on a highly alkaline soil and 
small plot evaluation trial on a range dt-•erradell~ai~as 
commenced. 
Results and Discussion. 
------~~~-...... 
The performance of Mo polymorpha and Serena was 
outstanding in first year stands especially on the better 
light soil types (sandy loam and sand over clay). 
Serena showed up as having extremely good vigour in the 
winter and where it grew ungrazed in weedy .situations 
(81M39) its performance was outstanding. Where plots 
were grazed as part of a pasture paddock (81ME28, 81ME33, 
81ME34, 81WH47 and 81N032) the medic plots appear to be 
subject to selective defoliation. The sub. clover plots 
with their prostrate growth habit tended to be left 
untouched especially during winter. This system of open 
grazing tends to favour the performance ot sub. clovers 
relative to medicso In the ungrazed trials (81M39, 
81TS25 and 81LG30) the medics showed a substantial 
advantage over the sub. clovers. 
In future trials it seems desirable to control grazing so 
that the gTazing system that each species is subject to 
is approaching optimum for that species and the possibility 
ot selective grazing is eliminate. · 
Results and Discussion. Continued ••••• 
. ... ~.-. 
The good first year results achieved with medics on 
ligh~ soils should. be treated with caution sinae in 
ord~i~6 ~btain a persistent pasture it is necessary tef' 
h:a.V:e 'su?:vival ot" the .rhizobia a:s .well as the' plant.' 
'· 'Ob'ser:vations. on· 80ME28 established in 1980 indicate that 
rhiitibl~l. stirvivai'.i~la .sig~ificant proble~ and that the' 
sit~~ e~~abli~hed in· 1981 will have to· be ~~nltored"ove~ 
a, n.umper~'or yea.rs. . " -· · · · · ~ 
~ ' ·:: ·'. . _. ~ ~ ~ t ~ l • I : ~ • ~ :4 • I I ' • • ., ~ • ' . r 
Serradel1as · 'sow·n in small plots produced large: quanti.ties 
of dry matter when ungrazed. Seed yield results were 
un~~~~l~~l~ •t~t~! ti•e of· printing but visual indic~tl~ns 
are ~ha~ P1~man,and Uniserra will. be at·the bottom end of 
" ' ~ .. , " .• ' ; J ..., +_ ~· l .J, t - ,.,) ·" . . the scale •..... , ... , . , , 
• . • ! - '.. t. . • • • .J - -
I ~ ' < 1 
~edic estibiii~~ent;.on h~avy land failed for the seetind' 
j~~r'iri succ~sj±~n. ·Heavy -barley grass .competition and:· 
an'' extremely dry spring resulted in a near nil seed set'' 
for all varieties tested. -
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PASTURE SPECIES. IRIAL: '80ME2~ .• 
...... ,, .. M '-J'•;,.,t,t; ~ ..... •• • ' ' f'> + ••• .-·"""~ ~··, 
For site details se~.'", 1980. summary. 
COMMENTS: - -
(1) Germination occurre~ on two occassions 
(a) Mid April 
· ' ·(b) · ·· 22/5/81 (opening rain) 
( 2) All medic plots had extensive populations w.hich 
su~viv.~d .f,rom -the early germination. Y · 
Almost no sub. clover plants survived. 
(3) All sub': clovers showed good nodul~tion. 
Some medic plants from the early germination nodulated 
and grew well. This wa.s particµ.larly apparent on the 
Tornafield plots. Nodtilation·on the later germinated 
.plants ·was particularly poor. 
. . 
( 4) The nod_µla ted medics from t.he ea:r~ly ·germination 
carried thetr nodules .we,l~ down in the · r,ootllng system 
r~rely shallower than 6-8 cm from the surface. v 
SPECI~S T~IAL 81ME29. -- __ _. __  
PROPERTY: South Southern· Cross. (Co•~ley). 
SOIL TYPE: Heavy Clay Loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Salmon gum, Gimlet. 
HISTORY: Old land. 
SOWING. DATE: 27/5/81 · • · Sown in the· rai.1:1, ... 
;·days after break • 
SEEDING RATE: 19 kg ha-1. 
FERTILIZER:' • 153 kg ha-1 • 
COMMENTS: :· . . ·. 
i. 
----~-.!.-·' 
. .. . 
(1) Plant establishment was satisfactory. 
; . 
(2) Heavy infestation of barley grass and mustard which 
lead to site failure due to severe competition combined 
with an extremely dry spring. 
(3) Serena and Circle Valley showed excellent early 
vigour prior to b~ing swamped by barley grass. 
); 
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5. 
P·AS·TURE SP·ECI·E·S TRIA·L •.. · 81 ME28. _,. .. ,..~;:~·: .~·.:..~; .. ~ ...... ~~:~~·;·; .. . 
-· ...... --------· .• .......... iri# .... ....,,.. ... ' ..... ;...! .·.; 
·- ........ . 
PROPERTY: East Muntadgin -t P. Garbin. 
SOIL TYPE: Deep yellow sand. . ··.-.::..~"""'..,. ... ·:··~' .. -···· 
ORIGINAL VEGET/iTipN:· Mal.lee, Wodgil scrub. ' 
·'. 
HISTORY: Recently developed - no previous legume pasture 
- 1980 wheat. 
SEEDINd. DAT,E: :·22/5/81 .f-~ll~wing ~ 8 mm ~£ ra~n · overnighi~ 
·· .. ·" 
19 kg ·ha-1 lnnoculated and limepelleted. 
: seed. - · · ... · ~ · · 
.> .' 
SEEDING RATE: 
FERTILIZERt. 153' kg h,~1 Supe~phosphat•. ! ..., ... 
· .. ti 
J' '. 
. -
PLANT .WH!TER VIGOUR 
' 
.S.EED YIELD 
ESTAB-LISHMENT kg ha ... 1 
·, , ... ' ... . RATING ' ·.,, ;". - .• .. -.· . ',-"\ COUN·T 1 - 9·scALE .. ~ J .. 
VARIETY - . . ~ : . . 21-7-81 .. . . . . . . 
Nungarin 96.1 6.J 47 .1 
Gerald ton 89.1 5.0 ' I ,J0.9;. 
.. 
- .. '"' .. . .· .~-· . .... ,. ........ ., ..... •··•r,_..' ... .~'";~A 
Northam 70.5 6.7 24.0 
• .. , ' 
Tornafield 81.2 6·.3 \ 7.6 
Swani 72.8 4.7 o·:r 
Harbinger 84.9 5.3 ... "'· 14.8 
Serena . - 74.7 7.7 0.,., .. . -
Cyprus 87.3 6.o 3.} 
Kondinin Rose . . 98.9 6.o· · 5.1 
- . 
'. 
c .,:'· 
COMMENTS: ·;: .· :" ~:. 
( 1) Site was badly washed with hea_vy wint~r rains.. · 
(2) Site was grazed as part of the paddock and severe 
defoliation particularly of medics was apparent. At tbe- l~~ 
end of the season residual dry matter level on the plot~ 
were extremely low for the medics. 
~:. 
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PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL 81ME33. - - ----·. 
PROPERTY: North. Trayning. ( J •.. QRYLLS). 
SOIL TYPE: Deep yellow sand. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Ma;tl.ece, Tammar, Wodgil .:· 
HISTORY: Old developed light land with high phosphate·· 
history. 
SOWING DATE: 19/5/81 Sown into dry soil. 
SEEDING RATE: 20 kg ha-1 Seed.mixed in with fertilizer. 
FERTILIZER: 15.3 kg ha-1 Superphoephate. 
··--- ... 
,' 'v ARIE TY. PLANT .. SEED YIELD . ·. . .. 
ESTABLISHMENT ,_-. kg ha-1 
COUNTS. . ... 
P·LANT M-2 ···•· ·~ " ... 
f •• . •··' 
NUNGARIN 170 
. 
50.7 .. 
·NORTHAM 170 
. 
60.8 .. 
· GERA1.DTON 
.. 
198 
· .. 
89.9 ... 
DALI:tl.K 149 
. 
14. 7 
.. < 
TOIHfAFIELD 136 
. 
17 .s 
SWANI° 118 
... 
8.4 
' ~ SERENA 182 20.7 ,. 
HARBINGER 1.31 
. 
7.9 
.. ;:;\· .. .. ,,.: ·~· 
CYPRU.S 126 
... 
.. . . 21 ~-J-. -·~·· . . ...... - .... 
KONDININ ROSE 1.39 6.9 
COMMENTS: - - --C-~t);:t-,,.f-"The site: \,-as well. grazed throughout the y~aJ,"., 
~hit.:s led to the selective. defoliation or the ~~-g~·cs and - · · 
·. rose clover in pref ere'nce;; to the sub. clovers .wfitich is 
reflected in yield of seed·.· The medics particl,llarly . , 
Serena did grow well prior to the introduction of sheep: --
(2) All:varieties nOdulated•satisfactorily. . 
12.0 
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PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL 81 ME.34·.· - -- ·-·-··· -... ·- .... ; ..... '·~' ... '~-·· ·- ...... ~.'""'. . ... 
PROPERTY: North Bur~k~oppin~ {F. WARD). 
SOIL TYPE: Loamy sand. 
ORIGINAL VEGETA:TION: Salmon gum·. 
HIS.T.ORY: · · Old· land.· 
SOWING DATE: 21/5/81 (rain 1 hour after sowing). 
\ . '. ' . ·~ . 
SEEDING RATE: 19 kg ha - 1 • 
. ··: ~: \" 
FERTILIZER: 102 kg ha - 1 • 
.! ' ;{ 
.... PLANT ' WINTER. •. ' DRY MATTER. SEED YIELD 
~ ~~· ESTABLISHMENT GROWTH PRODUCTION' kg Jui -1 
COUNT PLANT RAT!NG 17/7/81 kg ha -1 
VARIETY M-2 1-9 SCALE 17/10/81 
' . . . .. ·1399 ..... ~ NUNGARIN .. . 194 "! 6.j 11;.; 
NORTHAM .. 160 7.7 1943 66.8 ' 
GERALDTON 169 ' ;.o 1144 . 46.0 
CYPRUS 188 . 3.7. 5.7 -> 
HARBINGER 155 3.0 - 11 .• ~ .. .. 
SWAN!: 120 i 24.7. 2 • .3 . ·- .. 
TORN AFIELD 123 2.3 ·- 11 .• 9 
SEREN.(t 256 
I 
s.o - 44.7 
KONDI~N ROSE 253 3•3 973 12.2 ... · .... ·.:. 
COMMENTS: 
} ~ : ' . 
·.. ~ 
,.._..... .. •• • • ........... "> ~ 
(1) Site was ungrazed.in early winter and then grazed in la~~ wint~r 
early spring and then sheep were removed. The medics were selectively 
defoliated during the grazing.period while the sub. clovers were hardly 
touched •. , As a result dry 'matter pro~ction was only take.n trom the · 
sub. clovers and rose clover. .. ·, .·. .. . · .. • ., •·. 
(2) Serena and North4l!l showed.outstanding early winter .growth. . . ._ . ' 
(.3) Site will be cropped in 1982. 
• 
B ... 
PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL - 81LGJb:R --
PROPERTY: South East Newdegate (BAYLE). 
SOIL TYPE:· Grey sand over domed clay at 20".".30 cm. 
VEGETATION: Mallee "ic~ub. 
HISTORY: 1 crop following clearing. 
SOWING DATE: 8/5/81. (dry). 
FERTILIZER: 160 kg/ha 
. ! 
-GROWTH RATING 17/8/81~ 
-~EAN OF 3 REPS ON 
VARIETY. t~9 SCALE .-i' . i 
,· .. · ... , . 
NUN GARIN 
NORTHAM 
GERALDTON 
DALI AK 
KONDI'NIN 
CYPRUS 
HARBINGER 
SERENA. 
; .. 
TORN AFIELD 
SW A NI 
COMMEN°'.i'S: -------
. '.~ 
4.7 
5.3 
4.7 
4 • .3 
4. 3 
4.3 
5.7 
7.3 
5.7 
5.3 I 
SEED YIELD kg ha-1 
MEAN OF 3 REPS 
96~5 
81.0 
93.5 
65 ~:3 
42.3 
122 •. l
82.0 
251 • .3 
195.9 
292.9 
(1) The site was almost weed free with most competi"tion 
coming from self sown wheat. 
(2) No grazing was undertak~n at any stage. 
( 3) All varieties nodula ted satisfactorily wi:th .only . 
Serena- having other than standard innO'c'!llum. (~fl ... "2290). 
(4) ·The perfo;c-mance of the· $arena· .was outstanding·' sho:wing': 
vi:gQur advantages especially. during the. winter combined · · ' 
witk- high seed yield. 
Swani showed up as a prolific seed better but its general 
growth was not outstanding. 
., 
.; 
,. •' 
9. 
PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL 81TS25. --- -- ---------- -,_ . ,, ... ; ...... ··: • •• :•:"" ...... •,7'\'" •9;,""' ···•·'···:···-···· ·~~· ·. 
PROPERTY: Arrino. (E. STOKES). . . . . 
SOIL TYPE: Deep yellow brown sand (p.H. •pproximately 6.o). 
f' •• • 
•·· 
.. : . 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Banksia, Acacia. 
HISTORY: Old developed light land~ 
SOWING DATE: 26/5/81. 
SEEDING RATE: 20 kg ha-1 • 
FERTILIZER: 156 kg ha-1. Superphosphate. 
·. 
' I . PLANT EARLY _DRY M.ii.TTER 
' •' '. .. .. :.-. ESTABLISHMENT WINTER.· . PRODUCTION -~- -.·" •• ,,.. ". ti, .... _, •• :, .. ... -,.-:····"' 
SEED YIELD 
-kg"ha-1-" . 
~ •... , ..... .. -~ ............. -·~··- _.,.. ...... .,:. ... ""C'OUNTS ... .. -. GROWTH RATING kg ha-1 
VARIETY,. PLANTS M-2 1-9 SCALE 24/9/81 
' 
NUNGARIN. ' 215 6 .. 3 658 '81.0 
NORTHAM 
.. 
157 7.3 511 42.8 
GERALDTON 238 5.o· 349 28.6 
DALI AK ' 272 5.3. 389 25.6 
KONDININ .ROSE 203 6.o · 691 6.6 
SERENA : " . 193 s.o' 116 1.33.0. 
CYPRUS 219 5.0 394 
HARBINGER. 213 4.7 . 289 
TORN AFIELD 219 6.3 743 
A••'' " ···- ······· 
SWAN! ! 231 5.0 222 ! 
COMMENTS: 
(1) Site fenced and ungrazed throughout the year~ 
( 2) All varieti"es emerged .and nodula te<:L well • . ,; . "' 
;78.8 
.31. 7 
51.0 
50.0 
~·· .... 
(J) D~fticulty ~as encountered makibg dr~ ·matter cut• 
witfi so~e varieties ie Serena being mature and dry before 
others. The cuts recorded ~~e ~ sensible estimate of the 
dry matter p~oduction 6t "the i~te matu~~rig ~aterial otily. 
·~' . . 
'· 
\. 
1 O . .; . 
PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL - 81M39. 
-- -co.- ---------
PROPERTY: Merredin Research Station. 
SOIL TYPE: Sandy loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Salmon gum & Mall~e. 
HISTORY: Old land - crop in 1980 - high fertilize~ 
history. 
SOWING DATE: 29/5/81. (7 days after break)~ 
SOWI~G RAT~: 15 kg·ha -1 · 
FERTILIZER: 100 kg ha -1 superpb.osphate drilled with 
combine•'.' · . 
.. 
·: :· ·.SEEDLING WINTER. DRY MATTER SEED YIELD. 
· : ESTABLISHMENT GROWTH RA!.rING PRODUCTtON kg ha -1 
M-2.,. i . 24/7/81' kg ha- . 
VARIETY 1-9 SCALE 1 6/10/81 
.-
CYPRUS 160' 6 364 46~0 
SERENA 148. 8 871 137.8 
TORNAFIELD 98; 5.7 441 15.0 
SWAN! 122 5 389 3.4 
HARBINGER 106 4 327 5.4 
NUN GARIN 142 6 462 2.'6 
NORTHAM 83 ; 5.7 559 3.3 
GERALDTON 100 5 402 h1 
KONDININ ROSE 88 :;4 .. 3 390 2~4 
T. BRACHY 25308 B· ·. 30 . 5-3 - ·.· 0:2 
COMMENTS: ---
(1) T. Brachy 25308 B seeded at a lower ra~e and gave a. 
poor establishm~nt~(30 plants 'M~2). 'No drt matter cut was 
. made. . 
( 2) All :varietie's nodula ted .well. 
(3) Site was ungrazed thr~ughout and h~d .. competition ~rom 
capeweed :and lower TeveTs . of gras·s~s • 
. , .(4) Blue ·~r'~.~n' 'ap;hf~ inv.~d~.d .the :~ite. in late spring.• . 
··'This combined .with the. dry, fin'i,sh to- the· se:ason resulted · 
in poor seed' s'e,t on sub~ clovers. . . . . . . . 
(5)' ~e::r·eri9:' sliowed. .o:u~'s;~,~~\l:i.n:g g~p,wth .a·nd ·se'ed production 
on thi~ site~ · · - . , 
! ·- "'; ·~ ~ 
l LLJ 
.. 
PASTURE SPECIES TRIAL 81WH4'7~ . 
.-c::.i-:~ .. ~.:r..ir.ct.-~--=i-~--.~-
PROPERTY: Wongan Research Station. 
SOIL TYPE: 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: 
,· ... ·. 
.,l • 
HISTORY: 
SOWING DATE; · 29/5/81; 
SEEDING RATE: 20 kg ha-1 of lime pelleted & innoculated 
seed~ 
, I 
FERTILIZER; 200 kg ha-1 Superphosphate. 
:I" PLANT WINTER GROWTH 
: ESTABLISHMENT RATING 
. COUNT - 1-9 SCALE 
V,~RIETY PLANTS ·-M-2 
NUNGARIH ' 213 5.3 
NORTHAN 171 6~0 
' ., 
GERALDTON . 257 5.0 
. '. 
DALI AK 268 5.0 
.KONDININ RO~E 239 4.0 
'. 
CYPRUS' ., 237 4.7 
Hfi.RBIIIGER '. 273 4.3 
S~RENA 214 6.7 
'l'9RNl.F:ELD . 205 3.3 
SWANI 
'', 203 4.7 
NJ~TURAL PASTURE 19 . ' -
" 
COMMENTSg 
.. ' 
(1) ·.Ail p'.le.nts showed .adequate nodulation. 
·:. i· , .. ' .·;· ... 
\ .. 
(2) Pasture establishment took place on an area previously 
established to clover. T~e natural pastura plots had a 
plant density of 19 pla~ts M-2. __ .. 
(3')' Area was gr~zed f~om mid- winter onwards until late 
spring. It was cleai ~h~t the sheap aelectively 
defoliated the medics and rose cl.overs as a result of .their 
more upright growth habit th~? the sub. clover. 
(4) No seed yield data w·as collecte~ because summ,er rain 
caused. a significant germina-tion and hence· seed loss •. , 
(5) Regeneration will be monitored in 1982. 
1.2 ... 
PASTURE SPEC I~;:~-- .'l'J.U.A.L.: .. B 1.N.0-.3.2 •.. , .. _,. .. · · ·· · · · ... ", ···· 
PROPERTY: Wyalkatche~. B. s±RATFORD. 
SOIL TYPE: Coarse sand loam. 
' ~. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION:· ·salmbn~~~~' Mall~e~ 
HISTORY: Old est~bii•~ed arid pre~iqualy .establiohed to 
sub. clover. High levels of woolly clover • 
SOWING DATE: 19/5/8~ ~ dry ~oil. 
. . i 
SEEDING RATE:; ·20 kg ha-1' time pelle.t~4, &. innoculated 
seed. 
FERTILIZER: .. 1:0p. kgf·,ha-1 Superphospha te. 
·,_· i 
VARIETY WINTER GROWTH 
RATING, 15/7/81 
1-9 .. SCALE 
' 
NUNGARD7 
NORTH.AM· 
GERALDTON 
DALIAK . 
KOND:}:NIN ROSE 
CYPRUS 
" 4. 7 
5.0 
5.0 
4.3 
2.3 
3.3 
3~7 
7.0 
3.0 
2.·o 
> .~ ;, 1 ' 
. ~ ' 
·HARBINGER ·. . : ~ 
D ' r ~ .• SERENA 
TORN.AFIELD 
.~WAI1I 
.......... _ ...... -~ ... ··· ·.. .. . 
' ...... ' '. .· 
· ... ' ... ; 
(1) All plots germi~a~~d satisfa~torily;and nodulated~ 
(2) There was strong competition from capeweed and 
geranium·. 
(3) The plots were subject to heavy grazing from soon 
after the winter vigour observations. 
(4) Serena showed outstanding early winter vigour. 
(5) No seed yields were obtained because of the high 
levels of germination following summer rain. 
tL.I 
1.) ii 
SERRADELLA VARIETY TRIAL. 81M34. ------------ ---~ ~~---------
PROPERTY: Merredin Research Station • . . 
SOIL TYPE: Sand over loam sand • .. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Mallee, Tammar, Wodgil. 
HISTORY: Old light land in 1:1 rotation • 
. t980' in . crop. 
SOWING DATE: 2/6/81 into moist soil. 
SEEDING RATE: 5 grams on 2 x 1 m plots equivalent to 
· · 25 kg ha-1. 
VARIETY DAYS TO FLOWERING c DRY MATTER * 
PRODUCTION kg ha-1 
Uniserra 92 ·. 1695 
Pitmans 
" 
100 2523 
GM 016 95 .. ' 2840 
M 34 87 1488 
M 133 91 1747 
M 167 90 2758 . 
GM 057 94 5094 
M 115 , 92 1890 
* Dry matter 'deter~ined by calibrated rating system. 
COMMENTS: ------
( 1) Growth during ~-inter was quite slow compared to 
other pasture legume~. Spring growth was extremely 
rapid and plants of all varieties were green and 
flowering when other species were dying from moisture 
stress. 
(2) Seed yields.ar~. not yet.available. 
~ • < • • • ' 
2) Pasture Establishment .• - . - ---------
Background. 
:~~~~~9'."-~ 
l4 .. 
·~n~~ptte th~ fact th•~ clover and .medic pastures have been 
sown in th~ ~ry wheatbelt fo~ • lang tima ~nd particularly 
from the' mid ·1960 1 s onwards .the.re is gr.eat variation in. 
metho:ds emplo'yed. . . 
Part of the variation arises from the desire lJ.,o,t, t,o 
conflict with wheat sowing activities which of't·en "nrealrS" ... 
that clover is sown either before or after wheat ~owing· 
.· · 'activities l'ia>ve been per.formed. ·· 
1981 Programme. 
-.ii!'..-, . . r ·-·--'. 
Two tr.la.ls were conducted in:t.o methods of establishment., 
on·e c'omparing convent.io!la:l, sowi,ng ::wj.th a: . . combine to · 
unders owing at a .number of ra te·s o·:r, J:towirig· for each 
technique (8'1MJ8r and :the other (8,QL.G,22) comparing tim.es 
and m~thdd~ of sowing cl~v•r seed into a .ragenerated 
pasture. An undersowing treatment had b~ei.includ~d 
in this trial and sown in 1980 but thia. treatment ~as~, 
total failure. · ··· :. · .... ::~:.. ......... · ... :_ ..... --- .. . 
Results and Discussioh. ----.. · - --: .... . . -
81M3B showed v~ty'~ffectively the i~herent problems of 
unde';i:-.s,ow:!~g ~s a t.echnique', or" pasture establishment •.. 
Ali U'nd'e:t-sow'ii1g tr ea tmen te can be r.egarded. as failures. 
becaus~~thiy wili not ~rovid• a su£tlci$~t plant d~nsity 
itr 19~~~t6 give a'clover d~~inant p~stu~~. This was 
despite the fact that at the high rates of under so~ing 
a qonsiderable plant density was achieved. 
c~ ·:.. .... .. ,, ... . . -
TJ!ie 'con~~rifoionai S()wing ori the other h.and.at~sowing rates 
of 8 k~/~a and above. gave ~~ed jield:which.would allow . 
~foppfri~ii~ 19~2.an~'still en~ur• a a,ti~faritory 
r~~~neration in 1983. ·. · 
' . : , . -
In addition to the pasture effects there is a trend. 
showing yield reduction from wheat with· increasing density 
of undersown clover. The poor performance of wheat sown 
alone ,in .~!~~-~--i~: ... '.:~exP.~.~~~~-~~ ...... _ . ---·--· ... .-. "---.... ·' 
Results from 80LG22 on times and methods of sowing are 
some what inconclusive because they are confounded .. b.y"a ·-
much higher than expected background level of sub. clover 
plants from a prev:ious establisbl!lent •. , Sowing directly 
after the seasqri~.br~ak gave the bes~ lield and sowing~ 
late gave the worst. The· late. a.owing. gave poor levels .: 
of clov.er .and ?"educ.ad the levei. or v9lunteer sp~cief! th~·s. 
providing rteither seed ~~t nor feed~ 
. ' ' ... ..: ., 
; . •'.. 
\ -
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Most undersowing is carried out by mixing the clove·r--·stred 
with the fertilizer. The clover seed fertilizer and cereal 
·~ is therefore 'all sown in a band at the. set depth 0 
Indications from a 1980 trial were tha,t cl,over emergence 
was 'dranratica:lly ·reduced if the depth or seeding was ' 
increased beyond 3cm. 
1981 Progra·mme. 
~~~--------- . 
Two trials ","ere established (81LG31; and 81M41) in 1981 ·with 
depth of sewings ranging from 1 to 6 ems. Treatments 
without undersown clover were included to assess the impact 
of competition from the clover at each de~t~ ~f I&eding~ 
-The: tw'o· si tea· were cont'rasting in soil charac.teristics. 
81LG32 was· on sand over ~lay w~ile the M~rredin site was 
a sandy·loam where surface sealing cari and did become a 
~roblem to the emergence of seedlings if the soil dries 
out after sowing. . ' 
Results and Discussion. ---- --------·------
Both sites resulted in undersowin~ f~ilures with no seed 
set on the Merredin site and a pro.ximum of·· J .. 9 k·g ha.•1 ... 
pr9duced from the Lake Grace site. Sub •. clover 
establishment showed that 2-3 ems was optimum for each 
site~· The decline in plant establishment. was more marked 
with depth ori the heavier soil whereas on:the sandy soil 
the decline in plant numbers did not become dramatic until 
6 ems~· · · 
Wheat plant establishment was unaffected by depth on.the 
. sandy site b~t on the sandy loam significant wheat plant 
dlo~$es occurred. This loss was not compensated for. 
entirely by incr~ased tillering and wheat .yield from deeper 
sewings were significantly redticed. Despite the failure· 
of the sub. clover plants to set significant quantities of 
seed they did have a yield reducing effect on the wheat, 
.. approximately 5% in each case. 
\ . . 
(3) Herbicides on Wheat UndersGwn with Sub~ Clever. --....-. - ~ -----
Background. ------
"'Increased reliance is being placed on the use of herbicides 
to control broad leaf weeds in crops. Many situations in 
which undersowing.will be contemplated will be in crops 
wher~ the potential for broad leaf weed competition is 
~great. This aan be overcome by delaying planting and 
using cultural control of weeds thereby reducing yield 
potential in most cases. If sowing is early and spraying 
is necessary then the sub. clover seedlings will also be 
subject to the effects of the spray. 
16 ... 
12~- f.::.e.K::.!:.2!·• 
Th~.· most co~m.only used broad leaf her.bi·cides .we~~e used ·. 
on.--cro.pa-.-und.e.r&a-wn .. ··~d-t-h····sU:b;.-··-c-lov-e-r··:orr··f·our-:·si·te·s·;····: ..... --.-· 
Results ·and n::rs·cu'ss-ion. -- w---- -----
Total failure to set seed of und~rsown cl~v~r was 
experienced on three of the £our site~ and ~~•d 
production on the f'ourth si'te was extremely low. 
Observa tione of the clover after spray;)i.µ.g inqica ted ,that 
all harbicides caused damage to the s·eedlirig sub. clover 
plants and in the oniy site. where seed yields were~ . . . 
obtained a11· herbicides caused a depression in sub. clo.ver 
seed yields. 
The failure or the und~rsown s:ub. plover to set seed was 
largely due to the dry spr'ing condition. The shallow 
rooted sub,_ c.loy~r. p:J_ants competed poorly with ~·Jle. 
cereals for ~pisture~ . ln t.he on;e ~i~e 81M031 wn·ere 
control plot ~ithout und•rsown clov~~ we~e_in~i~ded an 
average yield reduct16ri of.approximately 5% was observed. 
• r:- ' :.- • ' 
'. 
···.'i 
\-... 
: ;;';.·. : i .. ··1 
~ ., ....:.... _.. ~ ..... ~~ ........ 
17.. 
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RATES OF SOWING AND UNDERSOWING OF WHEAT WITH NUNGARIN 
SUB. CLOVER~ 81M38. ____________________ , _____ ,_, ____ _ 
PROPERTY: Merredin Research Station. Paddock 7. 
SOIL TYPE; Sandy Loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Tammar, Mallee. 
·HISTORY: Old land. 
SOWING DATE: 3/6/81 (10 days after break). , 
SEEDING RATE: Wheat; Gamenya at 45 kg ha-1 
Clover as per treatments sown mixed with 
the fert·ilizer·. · 
FERTILIZER: Clover - 100 kg ha-1 Superp,hospbate 
Cereals - 103 k~ ha-1 Ag~~~ 18:18 
·. ' 
CLOVER CLOVER CEREAL 
COUNT . SEED YIELDS 
PLANTS M-2 YIELD 
TREATMENTS kg ha-1 
1 Natural Pasture 8.9 6.1 
2 4 kg ha-1 Nungarin 44.3 24.4 
3 8 kg ha-1 Nungarin 88.2 100.5 
4 12 kg ha-1 Nun gar in 120.4 115.3 
5 20 kg ha-1 Nungarin 142.3 235.2 
6 50 kg ha-1 Nungarin 218.9 263.8 
7 Gamenya 'Wheat - 0.2 1281.1 
8 Gamenya Wheat + 2 kg ha-1 Nungarin 7.0 1.5 1531.1 
9 Gamenya Wheat + 4 kg ha-1 Nungarin 15.4 2.3 1418.6 
10 Gatnenya Wheat + 8 kg ha-1 Nungarin 35.5 4.8 1396.7 
20 GameniYS Wheat + 20 kg ha-1 Nungarin 54.6 4.2 1271.7 
QQMMEN.l§.: 
(1) The pasture plots were randomized amongst the cereal 
plots and were ungrazed. The early June sowing allowed 
sufficient weed control to ensure clover dominant pastures. 
(2) Clover plots were sown with a combine following an 
earlier working. The undersown clover was mixed with the 
fertilizer and sown at the same depth as cereal. 
-80LG22 • 
.... , --· ~.~ ,. ... _ .... _ ................... _, 
PROPERTY: Newdegate Research Station. 
'... ' . . ,'! 
SOIL ·TYPE: Gritty sand. over san.dy grfl,Y.~.1. 
: HISTORY: Old. land; degenerated· sub. c'lover pa,sture. 
1980 in wheat. 
\i. 
SOWING: 
·soWING 
Range of sowing dates: TR 6-10; 
TR 1".'"5 ; 
. TR 11-'20; 
TR 21-25; 
' 
RATES: TR No 1 s. 1,6,11,16 and 21 -
TR No's 2, 7., 12, 17. and ~2.-
TR N'o' s. 3 ,·s ;13,1 s and 23 -
TR No's 
11-3-81 
23-4-81 
29.:.5-81 
13-7-81 
. 
Nil '• •' 
2 kg ha-1 
4 kg·~ ha-·1 
kg ha-1 
:.;.o 
4~9, 14, 19 .. "ln_µ _24. ~ .. 8 
TR N·ors· 5,1Q,15,20.and 2~ - 12 kg ha-ti·.·;:. : ., ... :' .. 
FERTILIZER: ·superph6sphate ~~ 60.k~ hi~1. 
PASTURE COMPOSITION (VISUAL RATING 18-8-81)'" 
% COMPOSITION OF COMPONENTS ----- ---:-~-~- ·, ~~------~·-.-~- ... . . 
.. SEEDING' RATE OF CLOVER 
·SOWING METHOD ' NIL '. . : ·:i " . 8 'kg ; ,; .. 2.· kg .. 4' kg 
.·. ,.,, ! 
Top 4res.s wi tb % Clover, to.o 11.6 ,15.0 13.3 
Combine· ~.11 /3 /$1 % Voluriteer 38.3 35 ·30 26.6 . ' .. 
Sow with % Clover 8.,3 13.3 15 2<>.6 
Combine 23/4/81 % Volunteer 26.6 31.6 31.6 23.3 
Top dress and % Clover 11.6 13.3 10.0 13.3 
Harrows 29/5/81 % Volunteer 26.6 30.0 30 .. 0 31.6 
Sow with Combine % Clover 5.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 
& Harrows 29/5/81 % Volunteer 16.6 16.6 16.6 18.3 
Sow with Combine % Clover 6.0 2.6 5 3.3 
& Harrows 13/7/81 % Volunteer 11.6 
! 
11.6 I 13.3 11.6 
I 
CLOVER PLANT COUNTS AT 8 kg ha-1 SOWING RATE. ----------------------------
SOWING METHOD 
Top dress with Combine 11-3-81 
Sow with Combine 23-4-81 
Top dress and Harrows 29-5-81 
Sow with Combine and 
Harrows 
Sow with Combine 
29-5-81 
1.3-7-.81 
PLANTS M-2 
45.3 
60.1 
41.3 
25.3 
23 .o 
12 kg 
16.6 
31.6 
'•"· 
23•3 
28.3 
13.3 
31.6 
15.0 
16.6 
5 
11.6 
13Z 
133 
19 • 
• 
CLOVER SEED PRODUCTION ---- -----·--·· -
SEEDING RATE k~ ha-1 
0 2 4 8 12 MEAN 
Topdressed with 
Combine 11/3/81 
54.6 59.1 60.1 66.5 59.J 59.9· 
Sown with Combine 65.1 54.1 61.7 56.7 52.J 58.0 
23/4/81 
Topdress and 
Harrowed 29/5/81 
54.9. 42.6 49.1 55.0 41.8 48.7 
Sown with Combine 55.6 61.8 72 .. 0 74.7 89.1 70.6 
& Harrows 29/5/81 
. ' 
Sown with Combine 60.7 47.6 47.5 41.8 37.9 47.1 
& Harrows 13/7 /81 
MEAN 58.2 53.0 58.1 58.9 56.1 ; ' 
COMMENTS; -----
( 1) Al though the pasture was .regarded as a degenerated 
sub. clover pasture thet .. e wa.s--·a. signif'icati't germination 
of clov~r ~rom old seed on all plots. 
(2) Th~yarea was subject to moderate but not continuous 
grazing ~hrough the winter and spring. 
-
(3) The .predominant volunteer species was geraniu·m with 
~ery low levels of capeweed, barley grass, brome and · 
.rre grass. 
-
2.0-.: 
DEPTH oF. SEEDING WITH AND WITHOUT UNDERsowN CLOVER 81~41. --------- ---- .. -~.----~---------- ---- -
PROPERTY: Merredin Research Station. 9A2. 
SOIL TYPE: Sandy loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Salmon Gum, Mallee 
HISTORY: Old land - recently 1:1 rotation 
- 1980 pasture. 
SOWING DATE: J/6/81 (11 days after break). 
SEEDING RATE: Wheat; Gameny~ at·45 kg ha-1 · -· 
Clov~r; Nungariti at·3 kg ha-1. 
FERTILIZER:. Agras 18rt8 at t03 kg ha~t. 
; .. 
•. ' _, 
' WHEAT WHEAT CLOVER WHEAT YIELD 
·- PLANT ·TILLER · ........ .. ,_ ·PLANT··· .. kg ha.-1· . --
TREATMENT COUNTS COUNTS ·.- COUNTS ; 
DEPTH OF SEEDING PLANT M•2'. TILLERS·M-2 PLANT M-2 
... ' . ' 
1: cm with: clover ' 92~5 236.6 15.4 .. 1690.1 
.. ~- -. ...... . - - •·· ~ .. ·····. ·-·--·. 
1' cm without clover. 93.3 ; 231.5 1759.5 
' 
2 cm with clover ; 82.4 254.4 17..6 .. 17'08.8 
2 cm without clover 8~.~ 277.6 .: :1 i . 1699,.5 .. . ... . 
3 cm with clover . 82.1 205.7 ····• 
9.0 ..1452,.9 
3. cm wi.thout · c_lover 77_.9 215.4 , . 1687.3 .· 
4· cm with clover., 
. · .• l .. •·· 
68.6 2,07.4 8,.4. ... , 1493.J. 
' ,clQ.ver 1668.5 4 cm without 86.0 205.5 
.: .•• l ·• ' ' 
5 with clover-. 61.5 
~ 
181.7 2.3 . .1193.3. cm .. .. 
..,· ... . . 
5 cm w.;i.thout cJ,ov:~r 65.6.. 
';'. 
186.0 128,9.s. 
6 cm with clover 53.6 169.7 o.8 1~74.5 -. 
6 cm witl;lout clov:.er 41.,4 145.4 _., 1065.a .. . . . ' ·' !_.,,.., · . 
COMMENTS: ------·· 
( 1) Area scarified after the break. Large Capewe.ed~.,.p.la:nt' 
from an April germination were transplanted. 2 litres p~­
of s.prays.e,ed us-.e post planting , pre em'Elrg·e:nt to' oon:tJrol '.these 
transplants. .. . : ,;_ ··· :~: :..  .: :~~ :· : · ·· ~ " ~-. :·: 
(;2) The experiment:-iwas· 'so .. wn' with· a:· ·combirne·.c. The 'cTbver seed 
was mixed. :.with; 'the fert1l'izer an;d ·sown' atr(t:he 'same- de_;1>th' as 
the cereal. -.. · .. · 
(3) The whole experiment was sprayed with 1.5 1 ha-1 of 
hoegrass for rregrass control. 
(4) Plots were harvested for clover seed production. 
Most plots yielded no seed.. No plot yield higher than 
0.5 kg ha-1. ·These levels are below normal background 
counts for sub. clover on old paddocks. 
165 
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' 
DEPTH OF SEEDING WHEAT WITH AND WITHOUT UNDERSOWN SUB •. ·· 
'.:_·- "'-~ ···· ., .. · ..... , ......... : .., ... '. .. ·- _: 0LO-V:ER·"8-1-LG31 · · .... · "··-· ·· ...... ·· -------------------------------- -------- ·, ,. 
PROPERTY: South East Newdegate Brookes and MCKinlay. 
SOIL TYPE: Grey sand over dom~d clay at 20-30cm. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Mallee scrub. 
HISTORY: Second crop on new land~ 
SOWING DATE: 28/5/81 into moist soil. 
SEEDING RATE:. Halberd wheat at AO kg.ha-1 
Nungarin clover at 3 kg ha-1 
FERTILIZER: 155.kg ha-1 Superphosphate drilled 
65 kg ba-1 Agran 34:0. t-0pdressed prior-to 
seeding. 
WHEAT PLANT CLOVER WHEAT CLOvER 
COUNT PLANT YIELD SEED 
' PLANTS M-2_ kg ha-1 ' COUNTS YIELD 
TREATMENT - PLANT M-2 'kg he.-1 
' . 
1 cm' "With clover 151 o9 2r.4 906.1 3.9 
' cm' without clover er '.1 149.0 968.6 0 
2 cm with clover 160 • .3 2J.6 '959.3 3.1 
2 cm without .clover 143.4 O' 978.0 0 
.3 cm vith' clover 1'51. 9 25.6 853 .. 0 3.8 
.3 cm vithout clover 149.0 o· 928.0 ·a 
4 cm.with clover 149.0 1'T. 7 937.4 2.0 
4 cm without clover 149.0 ff 915.5 0 
5 cm with clover 154~7 18:2 859.3 1.8 
5 cm without clover 146~.3 o·· 899,.9 0 
6 cm with clover 
.. 
149.0 7~6 846.8 o.3 ... -, _,. 
'' 
6 cm without clover ! 151.9 0 949.9 0 
COMMENTS: .. 
·. ------ ., ··1· 
(1) Since the site was new land- no weeds were present and 
no herbicides were used. 
(2).~Clover plants •merging from. the deeper sowing depths 
· were .• l13ss vigorous in· their vegetative growth· than 
shaliower sown treatments. 
; .... ,· . ' . .'.: , . 
. :; .. 
'··· / 
·';''' ':ti' 22. 
••. ·~ "• • . ....... •• ·e1 ...... . 
HERBICIDES ON WHEAT WITH ANDWITHOUTUNDERSOWN CLOVER 
81M031 
-~·~--..;~-~-~----_.,,.-w ...._. __ ..._ ___ , _____ _ 
PROPERTY: East Damboring 
SOIL TYPE: Sandy gravel. 
G MCu· • !'l.ay. 
~ . . .• ,; 
" 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Mallee, Temmar, Wodgil 
SOWING DATE: 
FERTILIZER: 
SPaAY INFORMATION: Sp~ayed 15/7/81 with wheat in the 
3-5 leaf stage (mainly five). 
Weeds present were Capeweed (2-4 leaf) 
Rad:sh (2-4t leaf) and Clover (2t-3 leaf). 
Sprayed using 100 l/ha at 8 km hr-1. 
Soil wao dry rit. ~urface and damp at depth. 
W{n~ was faint and from variable directions. 
' WHEAT YIELD WHEAT YIELD CLOVER PLANT ' ' 
WIT'tlO\JT WITH COUNT PRIOR 
U1\DERSOWN UNDERSOWN TO SPRAYING . 
• 'l' CL07~R CLOVER
1 
PLANTS M-2 
' ' ' 
CHEMICAL.TREATMENT kg ha~1 kg ha-
Nil 781.2 709.3 15.1 
Tribunil D'- 850 l: -1 a' .a 843.6 806~ 1 13e9 
BroI!'..inil M · - 1 1 ha-1 834.3 778.0 11.0 
Linm·on· - 550 ml hc.-1 759.3 656.2 12.3 
Limiron ·+ MCPA '- 400 + 500 mlha··1 762,,4 743.7 13.8 ' 
Diurcn + MCPA :... :400 + 5CO Ml l1a-1 70300 712.4 10.8' 
Dii1r:on + ~·~CPA ~ 500 + 250 ml ha.-1 843.6 812.4 14.3 
Igran - 550 ml ha-1 812.4 793.7 14.5 i 
Igriu~ + ·1.foPA - 550 + 500 tnl he,-1 ' 756.2 753.0 11.1 
M.CePoA. - 1o25 1 hg,-1 · 781 o2 728.o 14.5 
2,4-D - 1.25 1 ba-1 771.8 640.5 15.5 
Mean· 786.3 739.4 . I ,·. '· 
£2~~~!!~: 
(1) Clovei plants grew relatively poorly. Most clover 
plants SU!'"tJ'i ~lEfd' the application Of herbicides but all the· 
herbicides showed visual symptons of plant damage, eitber · 
leaf burn or yellowing. 
J~J .. No mea,surable amount of clover seed was produced on 
any ploto 
.::·. 
\01 
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HERBICIDES ON WHEAT UNDERSOWN WITH NUNGARIN SUB. CLOVER 
81T326 
PROPERTY.: East 'l'hrec Springs - D .. Wiero · 
SOIL TYPEi Grey b~o~n snndv lo~u 
~· •• -· "'•" _ •• ,... - .. • (-< ~. • • • - • &t - .. over yellow sand and 
g1~e:.VOlo 
ORIGINAL VEGETLTIO~: M~llea, Tee Tree. 
HISTORii Cleared 193ors; ~978 crop, 1979 Nungarin (failed), 
1930 pn;::;ture, 
SOWING DATE: 1/6/81~ 
SEEDING RATE~ Ga::~enya uhe.3.t a.t 45 kg ha-1 
Nungarin clover J kg ha-1 mixed with 
fo:~til:l. r.0r. 
FERTILlZBR~ Superphosphate 156 kg ha-1 
.Agran 34:0 45 kg ha-1 
SPRAYING DETAILS2 Sprayed 3/7/81 for sarly sprays and 
27/7/81 for 2,4-D Amine and M.C.P.A. 
100 l ha-1 water used for all 
trcat~ents. Sprayed in fine 
.c6nditions onto moist soil • ... 
.. I CLOVER I WI':D . CLOVER ; WHEAT 
PLAN'l' CO~HROL YIELD YIELD 
DAMAGE RATING kg ha-1 kg ha-1 
RP_T!l':G SCALE 
... 
1 - 5 1 - 5 
SCALE 1 = 0 
TitEAT1,lEr~T 1 = 0 
~ 
'Tl .... Nil 1 4.7 982.2 I .. 2 Tribunil -l- 2~L~-D ~ . 660+250 2 I+ 2.2 1440.s .. ,mine 3 Bromip.il M - 1o4 1 ha-·1 3. 5 1.6 1503.3 . 
4 .Afe.lo!l - 550 ml :ta-·1 J /._ 2.0 1510.2 
5 .Afalon + MC?A 200+400 ml ha···1 2 2c7 2.7 1444.3 
6 Diuron + MCPA 350+400 ml ha~~1 1.7 2.7 2.4 1437 .3 
7 Diuron + 2~/:.-D !I.Ji.line 500 ·r 250 1o7 2.7 3.4 1489.4 
8 Igrc.n ·• 350 :::n:i_ ha-1 2 3.7 3.8 1534.5 
I 
9 Igrt:m + MC?A 550·:~400 1~.J- ~18.~1 2o3 5 1.9 1544.9 
· ... 
10 1-fo.C .P .,A ...... 1~?.5 l ha~t .. ·:~ * 4.4 1208.2 
11 2 9 ~.-D .firr~i~~e ~ 1,0 l l:~ ...... , ~'t ~- 3.0 1111.0 
~' l'Jo'.:.. spro.yed at tr,.::- +-=~nc V-~ .. ~~..,, of ··a'-.: no 1 J. ~ V., ... o t I 
(1)_.The site carried a mixture of capeweed, doublegees ~nd 
radish at a moderate :~t~ of infoatetion, 
(2) Visual leef scorching and yellowing of leaves was 
apparent with all t~e c~rly broadleaf herbicides but the 
sprays cau8ed the death of very few plants. 
81ME32. --
PROPERTY: West Merredin R. Robartson. 
SOIL TYPE: Grey brown sandy loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: White gum, Mallee. 
HISTORY: Old land, 1980 pasture. 
SOWING DATE: 9/6/81. 
SEEDING RATE: Gamenya wheat at 45 kg ha-1 
Nungarin at 3 kg ha-1 mixed with fe~tilizer. 
FERTILIZER: Agras 18:18 at 105 kg ha-1 
SPRAYING DETAILS: Sprayed 20/7/81 using 80 1 ha-1 of 
water onto moist soil. The cereal 
~as at 4-5 leaf stage and the weeds, 
mainly cnpeweed were up to 8cm in 
diameter with 5 leaves. 
PLANT COUNT CLOVER WEED GRAIN 
PRIOR TO DAMAGE CONTROL YIELD 
1 SPRAYING RATING RATING kg ha-
PLANT M-2 1 - 5 1 - 5 I SCALE SCALE 
TREATMENT 1 = 0 1 = 0 
Unsprayed 21.0 
I 1 1 1304.5 
Tribunil + 2,4-D Amine 66o+250 20.5 2.7 3.3 1370.9 
Brominil M - 1 1 .ha-1 17 .. 5 3.7 4 1378.7 
Atalon 550 ml ha-1 17 .. 4 3 3 1320.1 
Afalon + MCPA 200 + 400 ml ha-1 15.0 2.7 2.7 1355 • .3 
.Diur9n + 2,4-D Amine 500 + 200 14. 1 2.7 3.3 1320.1 
Diuron + MCPA 350 + 400 ml ha-1 15.8 3 3 1402.2 
I gr an 850 ml ha-1 20.5 2.7 3.3 1355 • .3 
Igran,.+ MCPA 550 + 400 ml ha-1 . 19.7 2.0 4 1292.8 .. 
1.25 1 ha-1 . M.C.P.A. 15.9 1. * 1 * 1253.7 
2,4-D Amine 1906 ! 1 * 1 * , 1222.; 
* Not sprayed at the time of rating• 
COMMENTS: ---
(1) Clover plants were damaged by all chemical treatments. 
Al.~hough. most clover plants survived and grew there was ·no 
me'a'surable seed production from any treatment including the 
control unsprayed plots., 
·· .. 
l?f'\ 
BROADLEAF HERBICIDES· QN..~UNDERSOWN WHEAT. 81 M37. 
PROPERTY: Mer~~diri·R~sea~ch·Statio~: 
SOIL TYPE: Sandy over clayo' 
ORIGINAL VEGETAT!O~: Maliee, Tammaro 
HISTORY: Old land - 1980 cropo 
SOWING DATE: 3/6/81 ( 4 days after. the, break). 
SEEDIMG RATE: ,. ·Gameny_a 45 kg ·na-1 
,. ·: ; :: i. '.' : ·' ., · ·: ' Clow..rer. 3 kg ha-'1 mixed with fertilizer. 
FERTILIZER: Agr~i 1~:18 at 103 kg ha-1o 
SPRAY!.NG·:DETAiLs:: ~ S·p1~ayed -2-0/7/81' (26/B/81· for 2,4_.D 
; ·' ;·:. ,., Amine an·d MoCcPoA.) at 80 1 ha-1 
.... ;,,_•:· .. , ., · ·water.; Sprayed in sunny conditions 
.. , ' with l~ght wind and soil surface moist • 
. The crop was at 4-5 leaf stage and the 
clover had 3-5 true leaves. 
.. ... , ,' .. , .. ·_.. .. .. ..  
. . ' . i WEED I GRAIN . ,1 . ' PLANT COUNT CLOVER ...... ' ., ' PRIOR TO DAMAGE CONTROL YIELD ' •, .. . ' ba-1 .. . ~ .. \ SFRAT.mG RATING RATING . kg 
: PLANTS M-2 1 5 1 5 ..... - -
, .. SCALE SCALE 
' , TB,EATMEWT . ·' .I 1 ;: NIL 1 ;: NIL .. .. ~ . • . 
;Unsprayed : ' I I 1 1 1434.~ I 2.9 :irrn,fuiii ~,, ., + 2~1.,-D Amine - 660 +250 2o9 ·2 2.3 1.399.8 
1 ., . ~ ; . . 
h'l,;...1 '' 
.. , 
Broniinil M - 1 1 508 2 3.0 1424.s ,, ... ,. .. 
;Af'alon II."!'> 550 ml .ha-1 2 .. 9 2o7 2.3 1468.6 
Aiaion + MCPA - 200+400,ml r..a-'1 6.,5 2 2 ·1565.4 
I .. • : 
Diliron ~- 2,4-.n Amine·- 500 + 250 7o2 2 2 1427.9 .. 
' .. ' 
Diuron + MCPA - 350 + 400 ml ha-1 6.8 2 2 1465.4 
: 
'"· 'l 
;rgran -850 ml ha-1 ·. 605 2.3 2.3 139.3.6 - I ·~ .. .. 
Igre.n + MCPA - 550 + 400 l!ll ha-1 4o0 2.3 2.7 1440.4. .. • M. c·~p .Ao' - 1.25 1 ha.-1 508 * * 1471.7 
' 
ha"."1 134.3~6 2, 4.:.D Aih:1Jl!3 -:.1.0 1 I 4.7 * * I { 
* Not sprayed at the time of rating• 
COMMENTS: 
-~(1) · Site"work~d with's~arifier prior to·~owing and_goo~ 
weed .control ·was ~·acl~ieved o · · · ·"' · 
(2) Residual weed levels after seeding were low. 
Capeweed and doublegees occurred at low density and were 
sporadic distributedo 
(3) Clover seed prcduction was so low that the background 
level of residual seeds made measurement impossible. No 
treatment give a new plus residual seed yield higher than 
0.5 kg ha-1o 
26. 
3) Pasture Manipulation Ueting Herbicides. 
Background. ------
Most legume pastures in the wheatbelt contain so little_ 
legume component that they either requir~ resowing or a 
dramatic lift in clover content by som~ othe~ me~ns. 
Legume pastures reintroduced by sowing into old paddocks 
have the ·problem of having to compete with a wid~ range 
of volunteer :.spec±e·s ~ The use of herbicides to control 
theoo volunteer species in the reestablishment year or 
the~- _use of :.iherbicides to artifically manipulate the. __ _ 
pa~tur~ composition of existing legume pastures to fa~our 
the legu;me c.o.mponen t has been widely adV"oca ted. :Most 
emphasis: has •.been placed on the removal of the grass -
cdmponent of the volunteer species bec•use that treatment 
is lik_ely to also have favoura-ble implications for -__ . 
subsequent cer.eal crops by reducing weed problems ancf ·by 
reducing the risk from fungal "take-all". Less emphasis 
has been placed on the control of broad leaf weeds in 
pastures except perhaps in the case of double gees. 
1981 Programme. 
--=----~~--..;n 
A series of 6 trials was established in 1981, four on 
existing clover pastures on old land and two on site 
reestablished in 1981 on degenerated clover pastures. 
The sites varied in the composition of clover and other 
volunteer species ranging from grass dominant to capeweed 
doninant. The five sites for which there are r~sults were 
sprayed between the 2nd and 28th of July. Another s{te 
81LG32 was sprayed in August and little or no visual 
impact on pasture composition was noted. 
Results and Discussion. 
Where grass levels in pasture are high (81TS27) 
substantial seed yield increases can be obtained. 
Where levels of grass are moderate (81M032, 81M36, 81ME31) 
yield increased were obtained but these increases were less 
responsive to increasing rates of Kerb. Where grass 
density was low and the rasture was well grazed from the 
start of the season (81TS29) Kerb gave a yield reduction 
despite the removal of the·low level of grass by the 
treatment, it seems likely that Kerb does cause damage to 
clover plants but that where grass density is high the 
benefit from grass removal far outweighs this damage. 
Response measured in terms of seed yield increase from the 
use of Tribunil and 2,4-DB was less reliable even where 
'initial capeweed levels were very high (81MEJ1) the yield 
increase was not great. At two other sites where capeweed 
levels were moderate and where these levels were reduced 
by the herbicide treatment clover seed production was 
reduced. 
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27. 
Results and Discussion. Continued ••••• 
The Tribunil + 2,4-QB·treatments appear to have 
i~sutricien~ selectivity to be used to take broad le~£· 
weeds out of clover pastures. In the one trial where 
a wider range of broad leaf herbicides wer~ used 
(81M36) ·no broadleaf herbicide currently available 
~hbwed any promise of out performing Tribunil. · 
Until ne~~ore selective broad leaf herbicides became· 
available work on grass control in pastures app~ars more 
likely to .bear fruit. Kerb ie the most promising 
herbicide o~ those tested.As a result of its high co~t~ 
~more work relating its potential for Beed yiel~ 
increase at different Tates· of application when faced 
with.different weed population is required;· 
' ' 
. ., 
~· 
..... 
' ..
' ' 
~ ----- -· '· ~ -
28. 
PAS·TURE .. MANlPULATIOU USING HERBICIDES. · 81M032. 
~.~-~--~ .. ·- ~ -~•'!!'!!Wl'.~.i. .. €.#l!L ~Jllf-1"' ----- -- · ....... ....._ .............. _ 
PROPERTY: South Moora ~ Ranfurly Pastoral Co. 
SOIL TYPE; Grey sand.and gravel over gravel. 
ORIGINAL VEGE4ATION: Banksia and Blackboy. 
HISTORY: Old established c.lovor pastui-t1. 
SPRAYING DETAILS: 
... :-. : :· . 
Sprayed 2/7/81 using 99 1 ha-1 water. 
Sprayed in fine weather onto ~oist soil 
with a· faint west wind. Clover plants 
were between 3 and 5 leaf stages, 
Capeweed 2-5 leaves and Silver grass 
and Brome grass from 3 lea•~s to ~arly 
tillering. 
TREATMENT 
Unsprayed 
Kerb - 1.5 kg h.8.-1 
Kerb - 0.75 kg 'ha-1 
Kerb - 0.375 kg ha-1 
.. ·: 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 850 + 400 ml h~-1 
Tribunil + 214-DB - 600 + ~00 ml tia-.1 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 425 + ?oo ml ha~1 
Kerb+ Tribunil- + 2,4-DB ~·1..5 +.850 + 400 ml ha-1 
··. ... . ' 
Kerb+ Tribunil + 2,4-DB - ·o.75 + 600 + 300 ml ha-1 
CLOVER SEED 
YIELD ·: 
kg h~-1. 
69.5 . 
97.•7 
94.9 
I
.: .. 92.2 
. -.36 9 . . ~ . .
46 •. 1 
J1.;6 
.. : 56,8 
34.4 
!Kerb+ Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 0.375 + 425 + 200 ml ha-1 , 3rz •. a . .. ~ ..... 
COMMENTS: --· 
(1) Site was old clover pa~ture and had some seed from 
previous seed sets. •· 
(2) Rain fell befor~ burr sampling for clover seed yield 
,.was carried out~ A crcfosi-derable but uncounted' germination 
took place which red~'C~d the total seed· yield shown. 
(3) The site will be monitored for pasture composition 
into 1982. 
/4Z.. 
29. 
PASTURE ,MANIPULATION USING HERBICIDES. 81 TS27 • 
• --~-~~- ....•... tvPJi'lll!~ • ----------..-• .. ·M!t-f ·r ···a--••· 
PROPER TY:. No,rth ~nea_bba . L. Hunt. 
SOIL TYPE: . G-rey. 13and over gravel. 
ORIGINAL VEGETf.tTION :. ·· Low sandp.lain heat·h. 
HISTORY: Old e;:ttablished clover pasture ·· 
(1960•s development). 
~·· .. 
. SITE DETAILS: .Treatments.were sprayed onto an existing 
· .clover bas~d pasture containing capeweed 
I· 
and brome and rye grass. 
TREATMENTS 
unsprayed. 
Kerb - 1.5 kg' ha-1 
Kerb - 0.75 kg ha-1 
Kerb - 0~375 kg ha-1 
TTibunil·+ 2,4-DB - 850 + 400 ml ha-1 
Tribunil·+ 2,4-DB - 600 + 300 ml ha-1 
Tribunil·+ 214-DB - 425 + 200 ml ha-1 
CLOVER SEED -1· 
YIELD 
kg ha-1 · 
56.o 
155.J 
128.5 
85~2 
61'.6 
58.2 
76;5 
Kerb + Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 1.5 + 850 + 400 96.6 
Kerb + Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 0.75 + 600 + JOO 95.J 
. ; f 
' j ·:_.·. 
Kerb+ 1?fbunil + 2~4-DB - 0~375 f.425 + 200 84.1 
------------,..---------......:...-----..:.· .! ' '[ 
COMMENTS.: __ __._ ..
(1) Site was typical of an old sandplain clover padd-0ck 
which had been subject to moderate grazing with a mix·ed 
clover grass and broadleafed pasture. . 
(2} The area was continuously stocked as· part of the 
paddoc~ at a moderate st~cking rate. 
(3) Si~~ ~a~~s~~ayed on 20/~/81~ By the end of the season 
~ubstaritf~l ~~~tur~ compositio~-changes were:noticeable 
particularly the grass removal from the.Kerb treated 
plots.;_ 
(4) Effect on pasture composition will be monitored in 
1982. 
.J.. 
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~· •••••• _ .. ~ •• - ............... ~ ......... ¥ '. 
PASTURE MANIPULATION USING HERBICIDES. 81TS29. ---- - - ----------~---------------------
PROPERTY: East Arrin·o K. Mutter. 
SOIL TYPE: Yellow brown sand. 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Mallee., Wodgil, Gravillia. 
SPRAYING DETAILS: Spray~d on 28/7/81 using 100 1 ~a~1 of 
water with each treatment. The area 
sprayed was.an existing good clov~r · 
based pasture by wheatbelt standards 
with some r7egrass and brome grass •. 
Capeweed was the dominant broadleaf · 
sp~cies and the dominant species in the 
swarth during winter. The area was well 
grazed throughout the season~ 
TREATMENT 
Unsprayed 
Kerb 1.5 kg ha-1 
Kerb 0.75 kg ha-1 
Kerb .0.375 kg ha-1 
I. CLOVER SEED 
YIELD 
kg ha-1 
1·44.2 
116.7 
125.9 
. 11 ?·8 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB 850 +.400 ml ha-1 76~8 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB 600 + 300 ml ha-1 8.3.2 
TribJhi:L-'+ 2 4~DB 425 + 200 ml ha-1 90. 7 
'I Kerb + ... Tri~il + 2,4-DB 1.5 + 850 + 400 ml ha-1 83;.8 
I Kerb+ Tribunil + 2,4-DB 0.75 + 600 + 300 ml ha-~ 79.0 
i_Kerb + Tribulii.l + 2,4-DB 0.375 + 425 + 200 ml ha-.1 ! 10240 4 
COMMENTS: --
(1) Treatments gave visual difference in pastur·e 
composition. ... ., 
(2) Clove~-plants in treatments: ~ontaining·~ribunil 
sh6wed some'~igns of leaf scorch and yellowing and·. 
subsequentlt were less vigorous. 
( 3) Compos'i ti on effects will be moni to:red in· 1982. 
. . . ~ l. . 
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PASTURE MANIPULATION USING HERBICIDES ------------------- ----
........ :~~-· ··-.... :... . .. .. -···"· _ J!~.~l~~- _,_},·. --· ... -·- ... -... -...... - ......... . 
PROPERTY: Merredin Researc~ Station Paddock ·9A3 .: · 
SOIL TYPE: Sandy loam. 
ORIGINAL VEGE.T~,TION: Mallee, Te.e Tree. 
~._!ST.ORY:: Old land. ··1.980;·crop, 1979 pasture • 
:.1 
·, .l 
. · .. · . . ' 
SOlfING DATE:·. Nunga_rin sub. clove;r.. sown just prior to the 
break of-the· season at·20 kg ha-1. 
SPR';AYI'N·~ DETAILS:: . Sprayed 23/7/8.1. u~ing 80 1 ha-1 of 
:water. Sprayed in fine conditions 
onto moist.ground~ 
: .• 
., 
PLANT COUNTS PRIOR TO CHEMICAL APPLICATION-
SPECIES 
Clover 
.• ·.~ '!'' 
Grass ... 
Cap~we.ed 
Double. gees .. , ..... 
Other. 
PLANT COUNT 
M-2 
79.7 
8.3.2 
17.8 
28 • .3 
·-4.4 
.,:: 
. . 
..... ·, 
r--··------------------;:----'C"'---...,....,.---· -r 
i SEED J:~LD OF PLO~R 
·TREATMENT 
Unsprayed . · · . .· 
Sprayseed - S50 ml ha-1 
Gramoxone - 450'.ml ha-1 · 
Reglone ~ 450 ml ha-1 
Tribunil - 850 ml ha-1 
Diuron - 500 ml ha-1 
,~ ... 
I Igran - 500 ml_ ha-~ _ . . . . : . . _ Tribunil + 2,4~DB. - 425 + 400 ml ha-1 I Diuron + 2, 4-D~ - 250 + 400 ml ha-~ . 
I 
Igran + 2,4-DB, ;..:~50. + 400 ml ha-1 
Kerb - 1.5 kg ha .. · · · ·. I 
· Kerb - 0.75 kg he.-1 . •.. · i· 
·Kerb + Tribunil, - ·1.5 kg he.-1. + 8~0 ml ha-1 '. 
COMMENTS: ----
l .: • 
··icg ha-1 
1.5 
14.3 
15. 7 
10 • .3 
17.2 
7.8 
5.5 
7 .• 7 
7.1 
9.7 
18.4 .. 
8.4 
5.5 .. 
(1) Site was grazed sporadically as part of the paddock 
throughout the season. 
'··· 
.;., 
I . 
I 
(2) Large pasture composition differences were achieved by 
the treatments and the effects will be monitored in 1982. 
J ' 
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PASTURE MANIPULATION USING HERBI..C:I:D.ES .... .S1·MEJ1·• -------- ______________ -.(' _____ --------
PROPERTY: North Trayning J. Grylls. 
SOIL TYPE: Deep yellow brow~ sand. 
' ' 
ORIGINAL VEGETATION: Mallee, Tammar. Wod~il. 
HISTORY: Old light land in crop in 1980. 
·sowING DATE: 
!. '·' 
200 sowh dry 19/5/~1 across. the direction 
of treatment. ' 
·1 • 
SEEDING RATE: Nungarin au~. ciover at 20 ki ha-1. 
FERTILIZER: Superpho~phate at 150 kg ha-~. 
SPRAYING DETAILS: Sprayed 28/7/81 onto grazed pasture. 
Sprayed using 80 1 ha-1 ~~ter onto 
·.moist soil. · 
PASTURE COMPOSITION PRIOR TO SPRAYING 
(MEAN OF,600 OBSERVATION) 
SPECIES PLANT COUNT M-2 
Nungarin Sub. Clover.,,. 
Grass (Mainly Rye-grass) 
Capeweed 
Double gees 
Other 
TREATMENT 
---·-·-·-----· 
nsprayed .· 
Kerb - 1.5 kg n.a-1 
Kerb~ 0.75 kg~1ha'-1. . 
Kerb - 0.375.kg .ha-1 
; 
129 .1. 
64.9 
158.o 
21.0 '• 
14~3 . '.: . .'"\ . 
Trib1lnil + 2~4..::nB :..· 850 + 400 ml ha-1 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 600 + 300 ml ha-1 
Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 425 + 200 ml ha-1 
Kerb+ Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 1.5 + 850 + 400 ml ha-1
1 Kerb+ Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 0.75 + 600 + 300 ml ha-
Kerb + Tribunil + 2,4-DB - 0.375 + 425 + 200 ml ha-1 ! 
* Sampling problem see comment (2). 
COMMENTS: ---
9.9* ' 
8 p c .. '5 • ' ... ;. 65: 7, '' 
·'"' :"' 68.7 
44.3 
36.6 
34.3 
53.0 
57.2 
53.4 
(1) The sub. clover and volunteer pasture species were quite 
evenly distributed within the site. 
(2) A sampling error resulted in it being necessary to 
resample the unsprayed plots. Rain fell between the original 
sampling and the resampling and a germination resulted. The 
before rain seed yield could have been as high as double the 
figure shown. 
(3) The effect on pasture composition will be monitored in 
1982. 
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4) Medic Collections. 
_..,.. -- :·=;. 
,., .. I 
······ ......... ' ···""' ... ,_ ......................... . 
•. ~ ....... ~··"'• ·•·· ..... • •• • ............. ' -·· .... -~ • « 
!!,ckground. 
Medics introduced into Australia from a wide range of 
collection area were ·tested dn three soii types near 
Merredin. 
The sites were: 
·.:." 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
Mer~edin Research Station - brown sandy loam. 
East Merredi~ - property of K. Cahill ~ brb~n 
clay :1o~m. · . 
Holleton (East Muntadgiri) - property I. Quinn 
- deep yello~ sand. 
The material was sub divided as follows: 
(1) Merredin Research Station 
:, .· (8.) Libyan ·Collection · 81M42. 
·· (b) Iraqi Collection B1 M51. 'iHIM 
(c) Wheatbelt Collection from University of W.A. ~ · 
Collection and material fro.m the South 
Australian Department of Agriculture Collection. 
, ' . - 81M49 • i' JM 't 1r · 
(2) East Merredin 
(3) 
(a) Libyan ~oliection 
Holle ton 
(a) Libyan Collection 
(b) Iraqi Co1iection 
(c) Wheatbelt Collection 
81 ME40 • ti-. 
81ME.39. 
81ME44• 
81ME38. 
RESULTS: 
• 
Seed yield and hardseed results are not available at. th.e 
time of· report preparation. Libyan medic results will 
be included in the large Libyan collection results-and· 
are avai~able from computer records held at.South Fe~th~ 
._,·: 
:.:· 
. ~ .'.. 
